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Background
The purpose of The BIMforum Level of Acceptance (LoA) Specification (The Specification) for
Reality Capture and Simulation is to provide guidance for owners and their teams wishing to
address reality capture of the built environment.
The BIMForum Reality Capture and Simulation Taskforce was formed to address the emerging
trend in the areas of reality capture and simulation. Reality capture includes laser scanning,
among other forms of measurement, for as-built documentation. Common tools and equipment
used for reality capture includes, but are not limited to laser scanners, robotic total stations,
along with tablets, and point layout tools. Additionally, simulation includes but is not limited to
virtual reality, augmented reality, and other related forms of simulation. The related simulation of
4D and 5D are addressed by the Re-cap/Sim Taskforce in collaboration with
the BIMForum’s Scheduling & Estimating Taskforce (4x5D Taskforce).
The Recap/Sim Taskforce is dedicated to improving documentation of the built environment,
which includes but is not limited to buildings, GIS, civil infrastructure, equipment, and industrial
projects.
To learn more about the BIMForum’s Reality Capture and Simulation Specification please visit
our website at https://bimforum.org/reality or contact the Recap-Sim Taskforce leadership.
Chair: Will Ikerd, P.E., CM-BIM Principal, IKERD Consulting
Vice Chair: Mark Epstein - Senior VDC Engineer, Sundt Construction
Vice Chair: Alan Sanoja - VDC Manager, Turner Construction Company
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Level of Acceptance (LoA) Specification is a reference tool intended to improve the quality
of communication among users of Reality Capture and Simulation of the built environment about
the characteristics of elements that are being documented. It is important to note that the built
environment includes project types such as but not limited to equipment, civil, industrial,
building, GIS and other infrastructure projects. The LoA Specification expands upon the
BIMForum Level of Development (LoD) that began in 2012. The LoA accomplishes this by
providing definitions of the accuracy and reality capture density of elements being documented
in the design and construction process. Since the inception of the LOD specification, the
taskforce understood the need to address reality capture which is not addressed in the body of
the LOD Specification. The LoA addresses this important topic of tolerances and measurement
density that compliments the LOD Specification. While other specifications exist for building
documentation, they do not address density nor are they established for non-building
documentation. Additionally, other specifications have the limitation of narrowly defined ranges
of tolerances that do not reasonably address the large variety of tolerances that are common to
projects in the built environment. This specification is one of the first specifications to provide
both tolerances and measurement densities that are needed on all types of projects in the built
environment.
As background, Building Information Modeling (BIM) presents information about a construction
project or structure in the form of three-dimensional graphical representations of elements (e.g.,
doors, beams, etc.), which can be further associated with information about other characteristics
of those elements. It is possible for the graphical representation of an element, taken alone, to
suggest that greater accuracy or intention can be attributed to the element than is in fact the
case. The BIMForum LoA Specification was developed to provide a systematic way for owners
and their teams to establish the reality capture requirements to document real world conditions
of the BIM that teams are using.
Discussions within the BIMForum lead to the creation of a multi-disciplinary task force to
develop and maintain the LoA Specification.
Users of the LoA Specification are cautioned that it does not prescribe the necessary levels of
acceptance for different elements in the built environment. That determination is left to each
project team. It is believed, however, that the availability of more precise definitions will reduce
the risk of miscommunication among project teams’ members. This is achieved when the
expectations are established, through easier identification of what each team member is
expected to deliver. The Specification will help create greater predictability of the level of effort
that is required to create reality capture deliverables.
The LoA Specification is organized by allowing the user to define the elements of interest that
are to be documented with reality capture. The user may elect to use CSI Uniformat 2010, with
the subclasses expanded to Level 4 (and in a few cases to Level 5) to provide detail and clarity
to the element definitions.
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The LOA Specification does not prescribe who the author of a particular component at a given
LoA should be, as that will vary from one project to another. However, the document does
provide a concise schematic means through the spreadsheet in Part II for a project team to
identify element tolerances and reality capture densities, again in the interest of improving
communication among model users. In addition, the Reality Capture and Simulation task force
has been working with software developers to provide a means within the software of tagging
individual elements within a model with their current LoA level.
The LOA Specification is intended as a reference standard but is also intended to evolve as the
use of reality capture and simulation develops. The Specification is updated annually, and
previous versions are maintained on the BIMForum website (www.bimforum.org/reality). Users
are invited to provide comments and recommendations for consideration in future editions.
These should be sent by email to info@BIMForum.org.
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Introduction to Level of Acceptance (LoA)
The Level of Acceptance (LoA) Specification is a reference tool intended to improve the quality
of communication among users of reality capture and simulation in the built environment. One
way this is achieved by defining the characteristics of elements that are being documented. It is
also important to note that the built environment includes project types such as, but not limited
to, equipment, civil infrastructure, industrial development, building, GIS and other infrastructure
projects. With this goal, the LoA Specification expands upon the BIMForum Level of
Development (LoD) that began in 2012. The LoA accomplishes this by providing definitions of
the accuracy and reality capture density of elements being documented in the design and
construction process. Since the inception of the LOD specification, the taskforce understood
the need to address reality capture which is not addressed in the body of the LOD Specification.
The LoA addresses this important topic of tolerances and measurement density that
compliments the LOD Specification. While other specification existing for building document
documentation, they do not address density nor are they established for non-building
documentation. Additionally, other specifications have the limitation of narrowly defined ranges
of tolerances that do not reasonably address the large variety of tolerances that are common to
project in the built environment. This specification is one of the first specification to provide both
tolerances and measurement densities that are need all types of project in the built
environment.
For an expanded introduction to this specification, please visit BIMForum.org to view the 2019
September conference presentation originally provided in St. Louis, MO providing an overview
of the specification.

Figure 1 BIMForum Level of Acceptance (LoA) specification originally presented and published at BIMForum 2019
conference in St. Louis, MO on Sept. 17. For an expanded introduction to this specification, please visit
BIMForum.org to view the 2019 September conference presentation originally provided in St. Louis, MO providing an
overview of the specification.
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Specification Table
The LoA Specification table is shown below.
BIMForum Reality Capture & Simulation Taskforce - Level Of Acceptance (LOA) Table
Element
Reality Capture
Vertically
Horizontally
Vc-tol
Hc-tol
dc
Tolerance (+/-) Units Tolerance (+/-) Units Density (Min)
Element Category 1
Element Category 2
Element Category 3
Element Category 4

Vc-tol
Vc-tol
Vc-tol
Vc-tol

IN
IN
IN
IN

Hc-tol
Hc-tol
Hc-tol
Hc-tol

IN
IN
IN
IN

d
d
d
d

Simulate (Modeled)

Units

g
Gap

PT/SQ.IN.
PT/SQ.IN.
PT/SQ.IN.
PT/SQ.IN.

g
g
g
g

Vc
Validation
In
In
In
In

Vc
Vc
Vc
Vc

S-tol
ds
Vs
Tolerance (+/-) Density Validation
IN
PT/SQ FT
SIMtol
Vs
n/a
SIMtol
Vs
n/a
SIMtol
Vs
n/a
Vs
SIMtol
n/a

Table Definition
Element Category i: This would identify the ith (element categories 1-4 in the example above)
elements being measured. Project teams often will use CSI Uniformat for a more complete list
of elements while rather straightforward projects may simply call out a few of the main element
items in question (for example walls, ceilings, floors etc).
Vc-tol: This field is for the vertical reality captured tolerance. This is the upper limit of tolerance
for measurements assuming a 95% confidence level.
Hc-tol: This field is for the horizontal reality captured tolerance. This is the upper limit of
tolerance for measurements assuming a 95% confidence level.
d: Density is a measure of the number of points in a given area. This reports the minimum
density required on the element in question. The default in the specification is measured in
points per square inch. Note that measured densities often vary based on how close the object
is to the equipment creating the measurements.
g: Gap is the distance between given measurements.
Vc: Validation of the measurements. This is signified as 0 for non-validation. 1 represents using
one method to compare different measurement of the same element for validation. 2 represents
the use of 2 or more different methods of measuring equipment to compare measurements of
the same element.
Vs: Validation of Simulation (Modeling). This is similar to Vc.
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Example:
The following table provides an example of how the LoA can be used. Areas edited in the table
are highlighted in yellow.
BIMForum Reality Capture & Simulation Taskforce - Level Of Acceptance (LOA) Table
Element
Reality Capture
Vertically
Horizontally
Density (Min)
Vc-tol
Hc-tol
dc
Tolerance (+/-) Units Tolerance (+/-) Units
Walls
Ceilings
Floors
Other Visible Building Elements

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

IN
IN
IN
IN

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

IN
IN
IN
IN

4
4
4
4

Simulate (Modeled)

Units
PT/SQ.IN.
PT/SQ.IN.
PT/SQ.IN.
PT/SQ.IN.

g
Gap
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.500

Vc
Validation
In
In
In
In

0
0
0
0

S-tol
Tolerance (+/-)
IN
2"
2"
2"
2"

ds
Vs
Density Validation
PT/SQ FT
n/a
0
n/a
0
n/a
0
n/a
0

Commentary:
The example above represents a Level of Acceptance (LoA) table for reality capture filled out for
simple architectural area modeling. Note that the elements are defined as walls, ceilings, floors,
and other visible building elements. Additionally, both vertical and horizontal reality capture
tolerances were set at ± 2’’. Most applications will typically have similar tolerances for Vc-tol and
Hc-tol. The densities for these were selected to be relatively low, at four points per square inch.
This would be an acceptable range to discern general wall, ceiling, and floor locations.
If the project required more refined details, a higher density scan would have been specified.
Such details might include, but are not limited to, small items such as receptacles, fire proofing
fixtures, and other similar smaller details in the space. Additionally, projects requiring analysis
such as floor flatness studies may need much tighter tolerances and higher densities. The
corresponding gap spacing between laser scan points is derived from the scan density. It is
noted that no separate instrument validation is required for this work.
The simulated specification for modeling to be created from the reality capture is shown in the
“simulated” section of the table. The tolerances for modeled work are ± 2’’, which match the
reality captured tolerances. Note that it would be inappropriate to require a tighter modeled
tolerance in the Specification than what was captured in the reality capture tolerances.
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Glossary:
Level Of Development (LOA), BIMForum:
LOA Definitions in Terms of Model Elements
LOA 100 - The Model Element may be graphically represented in the Model with a
symbol or other generic representation, but does not satisfy the requirements for LOA
200. Information related to the Model Element (i.e. cost per square foot, tonnage of
HVAC, etc.) can be derived from other Model Elements.
BIMForum Interpretation: LOA 100 elements are not geometric representations. Examples are
information attached to other model elements or symbols showing the existence of a component
but not its shape, size, or precise location. Any information derived from LOA 100 elements must
be considered approximate.
LOA 200- The Model Element is graphically represented within the Model as a generic
system, object, or assembly with approximate quantities, size, shape, location, and
orientation. Non-graphic information may also be attached to the Model Element.
BIMForum interpretation: At this LOA elements are generic placeholders. They may be
recognizable as the components they represent, or they may be volumes for space reservation.
Any information derived from LOA 200 elements must be considered approximate.
LOA 300- The Model Element is graphically represented within the Model as a specific
system, object or assembly in terms of quantity, size, shape, location, and orientation.
Non-graphic information may also be attached to the Model Element.

BIMForum interpretation: The quantity, size, shape, location, and orientation of the element as
designed can be measured directly from the model without referring to non-modeled information
such as notes or dimension call-outs. The project origin is defined and the element is located
accurately with respect to the project origin.
LOA 350- The Model Element is graphically represented within the Model as a specific
system, object, or assembly in terms of quantity, size, shape, location, orientation, and
interfaces with other building systems. Non-graphic information may also be attached to
the Model Element.

BIMForum interpretation. Parts necessary for coordination of the element with nearby or
attached elements are modeled. These parts will include such items as supports and connections.
The quantity, size, shape, location, and orientation of the element as designed can be measured
directly from the model without referring to non-modeled information such as notes or dimension
call-outs.
LOA 400- The Model Element is graphically represented within the Model as a specific
system, object or assembly in terms of size, shape, location, quantity, and orientation
with detailing, fabrication, assembly, and installation information. Non-graphic
information may also be attached to the Model Element.
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BIMForum interpretation. An LOA 400 element is modeled at sufficient detail and accuracy for
fabrication of the represented component. The quantity, size, shape, location, and orientation of
the element as designed can be measured directly from the model without referring to nonmodeled information such as notes or dimension call-outs.
It is important to note that there is no LOA of an entire model; the model is a mixture of
different elements within different LOAs. Source: BIM Forum™ Level of Development
Specification 2019 (BIMForum, 2019).
Element Category i: This would identify the ith elements being measured. Project teams often will
use CSI Uniformat for a more complete list of elements while rather straightforward projects
may simply call out a few of the main element items in question (for example walls, ceilings,
floors etc).
Vc-tol: This field is for the vertical reality captured tolerance. This is the upper limit of tolerance
for measurements assuming a 95% confidence level.
Hc-tol: This field is for the horizontal reality captured tolerance. This is the upper limit of
tolerance for measurements assuming a 95% confidence level.
d: Density is a measure of the number of points in a given area. This reports the minimum
density required on the element in question. The default in the specification is measured in
points per square inch. Note that measured densities often vary based on how close the object
is to the equipment creating the measurements.
g: Gap is the distance between given measurements.
Vc: Validation of the measurements. This is signified as 0 for non-validation. 1 represents using
one method to compare different measurement of the same element for validation. 2 represents
the use of 2 or more different methods of measuring equipment to compare measurements of
the same element.
Vs: Validation of Simulation (Modeling). This is similar to Vc.
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